Processing of visual motion direction in the fronto-parallel plane in the stationary or moving observer.
To examine the effect of concurrent self-motion on the perception of the direction of object-motion, random-dot kinematograms were employed in which the strength of the directional signal was manipulated by varying the percentage of coherently moving pixels. The subject's task was to indicate the motion direction of briefly presented displays while undergoing whole body rotations with angular accelerations of 0, 5, 15, or 45 degrees/s2. The perception of the direction of visual motion in the horizontal plane was impaired only when visual and vestibular motion directions were incongruous. The impairment increases with both increasing angular acceleration and decreasing percentage of coherently moving pixels. For object-motion in the vertical plane, an impairment was found for both congruous and incongruous combination of visual and vestibular stimulation, although not as pronounced for the latter (i.e., visual upward, vestibular downward stimulation, and vice versa). These results are discussed in terms of postnatal development and neurophysiological optimization processes resulting from intersensory 'updating' through every-day experience of object-motion during self-motion.